Optically Active Semiconductor Nanosprings for Tunable Chiral Nanophotonics.
The search for the optimal geometry of optically active semiconductor nanostructures is making steady progress and has far-reaching benefits. Yet the helical springlike shape, which is very likely to provide a highly dissymmetric optical response, remains somewhat understudied theoretically. Here we comprehensively analyze the optical activity of semiconductor nanosprings using a fully quantum-mechanical model of their electronic subsystem and taking into account the anisotropy of their interaction with light. We show that the circular dichroism of semiconductor nanosprings can exceed that of ordinary semiconductor nanocrystals by a factor of 100 and be comparable to the circular dichroism of metallic nanosprings. It is also demonstrated that nanosprings can feature a total dissymmetry of optical response for certain ratios between their length and coil height. The magnitude and sign of the circular dichroism signal can be controlled by stretching or compressing the nanosprings, which makes them a promising material base for optomechanical sensors, polarization controllers, and other types of optically active nanophotonic devices.